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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
So nothing’s wrong? Not for the moment. But the harsh
reality of yesterday forces us to think about the challenges
of tomorrow. We have to dare to leave classical paths and
explore new horizons. For example, with circular water
management that focuses on the reuse of local water
ﬂows. Did you know that we are already working on this
innovative approach at water-link? For example, there is
currently a pilot installation that puriﬁes rainwater and
wastewater into drinking water. And that for a price that is

Our earth is also called 'the blue planet'.

comparable to that of 'classic' water.

That's because she is covered for 71 percent

Because at water-link we have a dream. Inspiring every-

with water. And yet we have to deal with it

one to really use the power of water. How do we want to

sparingly.

realize that? By walking three ways. One: continuous
innovation. Two: investing in smart partnerships. And

This became clear in the spring of 2017, when Flanders

three: building our team of the future. For example, we

was struggling with an exceptionally long period of

are fulﬁlling our ambition to be a trendsetter, a preferred

drought. This led to an acute water shortage in June, when

partner and a preferred employer in the new water

the government responded with a ban to avoid wasting

landscape by the end of 2020. Which steps have we

water. Fortunately, we never had that problem - and that

already taken in 2017 on that challenging path? You will

is partly due to the extensive production capacity of

discover that in this annual report.

water-link.
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VISION & STRATEGY

Water-link inspires everyone to really tap in to
the strength of water. How?

CONTINUOUS INNOVATION

BUILDING OUR TEAM OF THE FUTURE

By the end of 2020 we will be trendsetter in the new

By the end of 2020, we will be the preferred employer in

water landscape.

the new water landscape.

• Develop services for circular water management

• Make processes more eﬃcient within the new structure

• Set up smart monitoring systems

• Motivate people managers to inspire their team

• Evolve to a one-stop shop with smooth service

• Develop employees through training and coaching

INVESTING IN SMART PARTNERSHIPS
By the end of 2020 we will be a preferred partner in the
new water landscape.
• Become a motivator of synergies to increase value
creation
• Become a facilitator for providers of innovative water
products
• Become accelerator for start-ups with sustainability
focus
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WATER SUPPLY TO THE RESIDENTIAL
MARKET

NEW WEBSITES TO INFORM THE CITIZENS

In September 2018 www.waterstoring.be went live. Is

In

website

there an unexpected interruption or a planned activity in

www.water-link.be. The visitor now discovers at a glance

the drinking water supply or sewerage? Then the site

the supply of drinking water, sewers, industrial water and

oﬀers an answer to all questions from visitors. What is

our laboratory - previously spread over several sites. The

going on and what are the consequences? Where are

platform also integrates the pilot project 'Digital Meters':

water containers or standpipes as a temporary solution?

participants check their consumption and reports. In July

And when does water ﬂow from the tap again?

May

2018

we

launched

our

new

2018 we will add another e-counter, so we will raise our
customer service to an even higher level.
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The only thing the customer has to do is type his

Why we are such a proponent of the digital meter?

residence or indicate on the map: that can be done

Because it gives our customers a better view into their

around the clock. Does he leave his personal information?

water consumption. They can compare it with other

Then he will receive an e-mail or text message about the

families with similar usage. And the invoice is no longer a

malfunction. The site also oﬀers tips for solving problems

surprise. In fact, does the use peak remarkably, for exam-

with your own interior installation.

ple due to a leak? Then the customer can receive a notiﬁcation.

PRIVACY DATA PROTECTED ACCORDING TO
Additional advantages of the digital meter:

GDPR
As a website administrator you must respect the privacy
data of your visitors. Especially now that the GDPR law is in

• comfort – The customer no longer has to record meter

force (in full: General Data Protection Regulation). This

reading and pass it on. The device signals it from a

regulates the management and security of citizens'

distance.

personal data. At water-link we are completely in line with

• quality assurance – Is there a backﬂow, in which water

the regulations. For example, we appointed a Data

ﬂows from the home back to the drinking water

Protection Oﬃcer (DPO) to protect our organization and

network? Then the meter signals that immediately.

customers against data leaks and other security risks.

• safety guarantee – The device can warn the user of
the risk of frost. This enables him to take timely action.

DIGITAL METERS PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO
WATER CONSUMPTION
By the end of 2020, we want to install a digital meter for
every customer. A digital meter makes smart services

RESIDENTIAL CLIENTS IN NUMBERS

101.310 processed documents

possible, such as monitoring water consumption. In April
2017 we started with a pilot project for a thousand
meters. They now hang in houses and apartments (collectors). In the basement, on the ground ﬂoor and the other
ﬂoors. And even in covered wells and in the open. And the
result? Almost every meter works as it should: a great
success.
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SEWER MANAGEMENT FOR THE
RESIDENTIAL MARKET
RAINWATER PLANS ARE ALMOST FINISHED

We explained the results of the rainwater plan to the

The climate is changing - as a result, for example, more

Vision working group, the city council of Antwerp and the

storms in the summer. Cities and municipalities must

municipal council of the municipality of Kontich. Next

prepare their sewer system accordingly. That is why we

steps that are planned for the spring of 2018: draw up a

work together on rainwater plans: we provide eﬃcient

ﬁnal version of the plan (including a book of inspiration)

solutions for the ﬂooding of today and tomorrow.

and make sub-reports if necessary.

In recent years, water-link has made such a plan for the

Discover the centre areas of the Antwerp city:

city of Antwerp and the municipality of Kontich. We
mapped out all possible measures and estimated which
are the most sustainable. In urban environments we
demarcated zones where there is no possibility to
connect a rainwater system to a watercourse (because it
is not there). And for the countryside we developed a
proposal that focuses on extra canals.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY IS

Is that the case? Then with our quality guarantee they may

ROLLED OUT

request an exemption for the municipal and supra-munic-

Water-link has been building an asset management

ipal decontamination contribution. Is that not the case

methodology for several years. This means that we want

and they no longer want to take care of their IBA at their

to create added value for the entire organization by

own expense? Then we make the proposal to enter our

focusing on our assets. This includes the sewers. That is

collective management program.

why we have been working on an inspection plan to
optimally manage our sewers. Goals, expectations and

CONSTRUCTION OF PRESSURE SEWERS

feasibility were already determined. In 2017, we investi-

An alternative to the classic sewers? These are pressure

gated how we can map and monitor risks cost-eﬀectively.

sewers. Think of it as a network of pump pits: each with an

For good practices, we looked at sewer managers in the

installation to pump waste water to a common pressure

Netherlands. We presented the ﬁnal plan to the Vlario

pipe. The waste water is then discharged under pressure

working group with sewerage experts.

to a lower sewer network. One of the big advantages is
that we have to place the pipes less deeply. Water-link got

The inspection plan divides the sewers into risk classes.

a public tender to set up such a network in Kapellen. In

The classiﬁcation is based on the inventory that was

2017 we started the works, for which the municipality

made by rio-link a few years ago. Of course, we updated

receives subsidies from the government.

the information and revised it with new insights - including after camera inspections and renovations.

RESIDENTIAL MARKET IN NUMBERS

Now that the method is on paper, it is time to roll it out.

€26 milion invested in the replacement and

We already poured the camera inspections into an
investment matrix for all aﬃliated municipal and city
authorities. In this way they already know the costs and
can adjust their planned road works to our matrix.

expansion of sewers and installations of individual water
treatment plants.

Target? That they quickly reach an agreement for the

103 km sewage preventively cleared and 25km

investment,

sewerage inspected.

renovation,

repair

and

maintenance

program of their sewer system for the next legislation.

COLLECTIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR
INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT PLANTS

253 hydraulic advices delivered.
Evolution investment sewer management

Zones without sewer network have an IBA installation
(Individual Treatment Wastewater). Did you know that
water-link manages some of them collectively? Namely
for the city of Antwerp and the municipalities of
Boechout, Kontich, Kalmthout, Ranst and Schoten. In
2017 we added Edegem.
At the request of the city or municipality, water-link
performs a quality check on the eﬄuent of owners who
purify their waste water themselves with an IBA. We
check whether their puriﬁed water meets the requirements.
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WATER SUPPLY TO THE INDUSTRY

In 2017, water-link provided 10.000.000 m3 of process

Remarkable this year? The prominent increase of the

water to the industry. We do this with our own Induss

supply of tankers. Our plants in Antwerp and Ghent ﬁlled

installations that are operational 24 hours a day, good for

570 tankers with process water in 2017, compared with

a delivery reliability of almost 100 percent.

497 in 2016.
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INDUSS I GETS FOURTH LINE
At the Scheldelaan in Antwerp, our water factory Induss I
is a showpiece. In 2016 we added a third line and in 2017
the decision for a fourth was decided. We owe this to the
great trust of our port customers, such as Total Reﬁnery
Antwerp, which changes its own installation for demineralised water for an additional purchase from our network.
Induss I now produces on average 1.250 m3 of ultrapure
demineralised water per hour, even 2.000 m3 at peak
times. That is about one olympic swimming pool per
hour. No wonder that the water installation is one of the

INDUSS II IN GHENT IS EXPANDING

largest in Europe.

Water-link reached an agreement with a Flemish steel
producer for the supply of process water. This means the
company does not have to invest in capital expenditures
(capex) for this non-core business. Moreover, the custom-

INDUSS VII INTO ACTION

er knows exactly what the process water will cost him in

Since 2017 our seventh water installation on the EOC

the coming years.

Evergem site is running at full speed. EOC is a chemical
company that makes latex and adhesives among other

To meet the demand, we now carry out a production

things. The Induss VII produces:

expansion at Induss II. The process water is pumped up
surface water which we purify in three steps to the

• process water of drinking water quality (via groundwater

desired quality:

extraction, sand ﬁltration and disinfection)
• demiwater of two diﬀerent qualities
• softened water

1. coarse ﬁltration – to intercept larger particles such as
twigs and leaves.
2. ultraﬁltration – to purify the water even more.

water-link takes care of the entire project management:

3. reverse osmosis – to remove a large part of the salts.

from design, piping, to water treatment. The water ﬂows
via its own piping to three EOC sites. Induss VII runs fully

We intend to supply process water to the steel producer

automatically and independently: from our control room

by the end of 2019.

in Rumst we do monitoring around the clock.
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INDUSTRIAL WATER DELIVERIES IN NUMBERS
From 2016 to 2017, our deliveries increased by more

24/7 loading stations trucks demineralised water

than 30%
In 2017, Induss delivered 570 full trucks of demineralised
water to our customers. This is an increase of 14%
compared to 2016. Induss provides two automatic
charging stations, both in the port of Antwerp and Ghent,
where trained truck drivers can load demineralized water
themselves 24/24 and 7/7.
Often this water is used as an ingredient for end products,
The average availability of the 6 Induss production
sites is 99.96%.

but also for tapping under pressure or ﬂushing a new
installation. It also happens that the Induss demineralized
bulk water is used as back-up water, in case of calamities
of customers their own demin water production plants.

From 2016 to 2017, our deliveries of bulk water
increased by 14%
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WATER SUPPLY TO WATER COMPANIES

INCREASING NUMBER OF DELIVERIES

Farys is becoming a growing customer. Thanks to their

In the spring we faced an exceptionally long period of

new transport pipeline Opwijk-Asse, their take-oﬀ

drought. This ensured that our Aquaduct partners Farys

increased in 2017. And that will continue to rise - because

and De Watergroep could take extra water. This enabled

Farys is working hard on infrastructure projects that will

us to continue to supply Flanders - even during the dry

be completed by 2019.

peak on 10 June 2017.
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EXPANSION OF SOUTHERN PRODUCTION

Pidpa:

Since the beginning of 2017, our new treatment line in
Walem has been operational. This unit guarantees
150.000 m³ water per day. Expectations concerning
ﬂexibility and security of supply have thus been met by far

• receives additional security of supply in the Lier Mechelen - Boom region, which reduces pump costs.
• has an increased water supply to Wommelgem,

and even surpassed. We are immediately expanding the

Wijnegem and Schoten from the North production

line further. A project has already been started for auton-

of water-link.

omous energy supply. And we put everything in readiness
to expand the local drinking water cellars.

What about the border municipalities where water-link
and Pidpa are responsible for drinking water delivery namely Boechout, Kontich and Kapellen? They are given
the opportunity to fully switch to Pidpa. Due to this up to
half a million m3 per year will be added to the water-link.
Through this unique collaboration, water-link proﬁles itself
as a water producer and preferred supplier. This is how
we position ourselves strongly in the changing water
landscape and continue to be responsible for water distribution in Antwerp.

COLLABORATION WITH PIDPA
Major change in water land: at the end of 2017 water-link
and Pidpa made an agreement for intense cooperation.
Together we invest 42 million euro’s in a drinking water
pipeline DN900. This connects our production centres
North and South with the production centres of Pidpa.
That results in a win-win situation.
We:
• can deliver up to 100,000 m3 of water per day from the
North-South production (a huge improvement for our
security of supply).
• hold up to 10 days longer with our water reserves from
Broechem (if the Albert Canal would not be usable).
• can realize the extra water supplies to the Watergroep in
Zemst via the Mechelen-South water tower of Pidpa (we
do not have to install a new pipeline from Walem to
Zemst).
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KEY FIGURES
CUSTOMERS

2017

2016

Residents operated area

634.704

652.604

Drinking water customers

197.882

193.029

Water puriﬁcation customers

240.058

235.205

New sewer connections

490

520

Drinking water connections

505

780

Domestic standard price (per m³)

1.3437

1.3068

Domestic comfort price (per m³)

2.6874

2.6136

Non domestic ﬂat rate (per m³)

1.4940

1.4530

RATES

WATER DELIVERIES

WATERLEVING

Total produced volume (in m³)

WATERLEVING

143.571.114

139.778.974

Average day volume (in m³)

382.644

381.259

Highest day volume (in m³)

455.165,5

488.932

Residential deliveries (in m³)

30.091.943

32.214.416

Industrial deliveries (in m³)

56.851.605

54.970.140

Deliveries to water companies

50.331.450

49.586.931

137.274.998

136.771.487

2.500

2.488

Total billed volume
Length of the pipeline network in km
EMPLOYEES

NEE

Number of employees
Number of recruitments
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IMPORTANT EVENTS IN 2017
MINISTER OPENS SOUTHERN PRODUCTION

That is why we built an extra fully automatic puriﬁcation

WALEM

unit with a capacity of 150,000 m3 per day. Of course, a lot

In 2017, the water-link opened the new treatment plant
Southern production, in Walem, for even better quality
and even higher production. Joke Schauvliege, Minister of
Environment, Nature and Agriculture, cut the oﬃcial
opening ribbon on Friday 28 April, together with our chairman André Gantman.

of puriﬁcation capacity requires a lot of raw water. This is
available in the converted Eekhoven reservoirs: which now
means an increase of our reserves to 1.8 million m³. That
makes water-link the largest drinking water producer in
Flanders. The drinking water from the Southern production ﬂows not only in the Rupel region and the Antwerp
southern edge, but also in Flemish Brabant, East and West

Why a new puriﬁcation unit? Because our supply to water

Flanders.

companies continues to rise year after year. Farys, de
Watergroep, Pidpa and Dutch Evides count on us for
reliable and aﬀordable drinking water.
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PILOT PROJECT WITH COLRUYT FOR CIRCU-

CHAIR AT UNIVERSITY OF ANTWERP FOR

LAR WATER MANAGEMENT

EVEN PURER DRINKING WATER

Water is a scarce commodity. That is why there are more

Since 1 June 2017, water-link has a chair at the University

and more votes for a circular water system. A concept

of Antwerp (UA). We join our forces to strive for even

where water is not lost but is reused. As an expert,

more pure drinking water.

water-link is happy to contribute to the cradle of this new
technology. That is why we took part in a pilot project at

Water-link has always been progressive in the screening

the request of Colruyt, which we presented to the press

of pollution elements. Our drinking water is therefore

on 8 September 2017.

tasty and healthy: that stands like a pole above ... water.
The research focuses on new forms of pollution, which

We notice that our customers want to produce more and

until now were insuﬃciently known. After all, surface water

more drinking water themselves. The most important

could contain a low concentration of residues from

motives are sustainability, autonomy and ﬁnancial bene-

products in our daily lives (such as cosmetics, medicines

ﬁts. That is why Colruyt contacted us in November 2016.

and pesticides). Today, the analysis of such molecules is

Their question? If we wanted to help to recover waste

still expensive and cumbersome. That's why we started a

water. Together with the Luxembourg’s’ Nereus/AMT we

collaboration with UA. Purpose of the water-link-chair?

placed a pilot installation in our production centre Walem.

Develop a method to quickly screen surface water for

Various types of raw water is coming in there; from

several contamination molecules simultaneously. A

rainwater to gray waste water from a residential block of

unique analysis device and speciﬁc knowledge of UA and

Woonhaven Antwerp.

water-link should lead to a hyper-accurate screening. In

Important: we do not want the customer to pay more than

this way we avoid at all times that accidental pollution

with the classic purchase of water.

ends up in our drinking water.
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'SPREAD THE WATER' PROMOTES DRINKING

STATE MAP SHOWS INFRASTRUCTURE

TAP WATER

Water-link designed a state map for drinking water pipes

Are people thirsty? They spontaneously grab bottled

and sewers. This one model now shows us all the informa-

water. While potable water ﬂows from the tap at home.

tion about our underground infrastructure. The data on

Our promo team went out in the summer of 2017 to

energy and telecom will also be integrated. This gives us a

change that. With the 'Spread the Water' campaign, they

better view of the priorities and the costs for redevelop-

encouraged people to drink more tap water. Because it is

ment. This is usually linked to road and sewerage works,

tasty and healthy, good for the environment and better

which is why we included it in the plan. For Antwerp, we

for the wallet.

also integrated the rainwater plan that we have made for
the city.
The state map gives us a total picture at street level so that
we can make better decisions when redesigning. Consequence?

Budgets

for

overhead

and

underground

management are better spent. And local residents are
less aﬀected because their street are available for years
after the redevelopment. Thus maximum eﬃciency.

WATER-LINK ABSORBS INDUSS AND
RIO-LINK
The new water landscape presents us with challenges. To
cope with this, in 2017 we joined the forces of water-link
(drinking water for citizens), Induss (process water for the
industry) and rio-link (management of sewers). From now
on we will continue under the name of water-link: with the
noses in the same direction we will work on one vision and
strategy. Undoubtedly it will be a fascinating interaction.
For example, the circular water reuse in the industry will
inspire new techniques in our drinking water and sewerage activities.
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ABOUT US
BOARD
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

• Bruno Byl

• Patrick Paredaens

• Chairman of the Board of Directors: André Gantman

• Edwin De Cleyn

• Mik Renders

• Deputy chairman of the Board of Directors: Philip Heylen

• Fernand Bossaerts

• Wouter Rombouts

• Secretary of the Board: Samuel Markowitz

• Veerle D'Haene

• Ronny Sabo

• Member of the Board: Robert Voorhamme

• Fons Duchateau

• Tjerk Sekeris

• Member of the Board: Wouter Rombouts

• Danny Feyen

• Gerda Tahon

• André Gantman

• Marleen Van den Eynde

• Jean Goedtkindt

• Jan Van der Vloet

• Philip Heylen

• Frederic van Haaren

• Koen Laenens

• Lieve Voets

• Samuel Markowitz

• Robert Voorhamme

• Jan Oerlemans

• Annick De Wever

MANAGEMENT
• Franky Cosaert
• Steven De Schrijver
• Koen De Schutter
• Ann Vylders

AUDITOR
Grant Thornton Bedrijfsrevisoren, vertegenwoordigd door
Paul De Weerdt.
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VALUES

OUR TEAM

Steven

Ann

Koen

Franky

De Schrijver

Vylders

De Schutter

Cosaert

COO

CSO

CFO

CEO
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EMPLOYEES
Our organization is only as strong as its employees.

SUSTAINABLE EMPLOYABILITY

Thanks to the competence, expertise and involvement of

In our corporate values we aim for a sustainable future.

our employees, we succeed every day in guaranteeing

Naturally, this goes hand in hand with the employability of

security of supply and quality - exactly what our custom-

our employees in the long term. We want to keep them

ers expect. Do we want to guarantee that our employees

healthy, committed and motivated for a whole career.

will continue to perform at the highest level? Then it is

That is why in 2017 we traditionally attended the safety

our duty to invest in the development of their talents

week in which we make our colleagues aware through

and well-being at work.

training for safety at work and the well-being month: with
attention for yoga, ergonomics and coaching.
But we are not there yet: reducing the absenteeism rate
remains a point of reference. In 2017 we also committed
ourselves to this. With new working methods and
systems. And with social negotiations for a new work
regulations and remuneration policy. Yet we realize that
our team remains under pressure. Next steps? Communicate clearly, transparently and inspiringly. And invest in a
supported development and absenteeism policy.
These assumptions also take shape in the refurbishment
of our oﬃces in which the New Way of Working is given a
prominent role.
Standing still means going backwards and is lethal for an
organization: that is why water-link hammers on change.
This requires a great adaptability of our employees. To
support them in this, we attach great importance to
change management. There is also the Butterﬂy app
where managers and fellow workers engage in constructive dialogue with each other.
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HIGH EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT

SOPHISTICATED TRAINING PROGRAM

Since 2016 water-link is on a new strategic course and

Focussing more for the development of employees: that is

only in 2022 will we arrive at our ﬁnal destination. In the

what water-link promised and carried out. Because in

meantime, we are en route, with an impact on our

2017 our training budget went up considerably. The

recruitment and staﬃng. For example, in 2017 we

result? A sophisticated development plan that was tested

welcomed the colleagues from our former subsidiaries

by all managers. For those managers, there is also a

Induss and rio-link. From now on, we will continue

special role in our organization. Because they are at the

together under the umbrella water-link.

front seat to drive our qualiﬁed teams. That is why
water-link draws the card of 'coaching leadership'.

In our new course employee engagement becomes an

Through the leadership program, our managers evolve

important focus. That is why we will soon renew our

towards coaching executives. Collaboration and trust are

entire appointment framework with our employees.

central in this. Our very ﬁrst 'Leadership Day' was already

Negotiations concerning a new work regulation, legal

a hit.

status regulation and remuneration policy have already
started. And in the following years we will also take stock

LINK WITH EDUCATION

of the other needs that the change of course entails. Do

Building the team of the future? That means already

we anticipate timely the challenges of the future? Then

looking today at the people still at school. That is why

we stand strong as an agile organization that switches

water-link has been oﬀering traineeships for higher

quickly in the changing water landscape.

education students since 2017. They immerse themselves
in the wonderful water world and may get the taste to join
our team later. Still new since 2017: our chair at the
University of Antwerp. There, we join forces to work
together on even purer drinking water.
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CONTACT & INFORMATION
GENERAL INFORMATION

Questions?

Water-link

Find your answer online at www.water-link.be

Company number: 0204.923.881

or call: 078 35 35 09

Legal form: Project entrusted association

(on working days from 8 to 12 and from 13 to 16 hours )

Lab: recognized and accredited according to EN 17025

FOR URGENT INTERVENTIONS
HEADQUARTERS

Call 03 244 05 44 (permanently accessible)

Mechelsesteenweg 66
2018 Antwerpen
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